Home Worker Solutions
Solution Overview
The COVID-19 pandemic has
brought on a global economic
recession. For most businesses,
continuity is the only option for
survival. Our Home Worker
packages give you a real solution.
With mass nationwide relocation of
employees, from the office to their
homes, IT teams have never had a
bigger headache, with a need to serve
employees with the IT services they
need, whilst retaining a high
performance, resilient and secure
network.

Instantly Productive
Our Home Worker Solution uses
Aruba remote access points which
are pre-configured, so your
employees just plug into any IP
connection and they’re literally up
and running, and with built in security
there’s no additional time needed
from your IT team to set up the
solution.

Can You Afford To Wait
Home working is here to stay, fact.
Recent Stamford University research
suggests Home Workers are in fact
13% more productive, and this
additional productivity presents yields
additional revenue to the business.
Analysts also anticipate that many
business owners will scale down their
costly real estate in favour of smaller
remote office or home working,
therefore the necessity to deploy a
secure, scalable Home Working
solution is simply a matter of time.

KEY BENEFITS
Bundled for Simplicity
With our bundle-plan there is a
ready-made solution for every
business regardless of size, and to
make life easier still, we will preconfigure your devices and ship
directly to your offices, so you can
bring your remote users online with
zero-touch provisioning.
Select the bundle that suits your
business requirement, based on the
number of employees you need to
mobilise, and we can walk you
through the rest. Your teams will
have access to all the tools they
need, just like being in the office.
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Improved Visibility
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Plug & Play Simplicity
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Maintained Productivity
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Security Built-In
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Scalable Solution

-

Cloud Management

Maximum Users per package:
Micro Bundle

16-users

Small Bundle

32-users

Medium Bundle

64-users

Large Bundle

256-users

Enterprise Bundle

256+

GET IN TOUCH WITH
US TO DISCUSS YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
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